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Happy New Year From Southern California Golden
Retriever Rescue
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"Before humans die, they write their
last will and testament, give their
home and all they have, to those
they leave behind. If, with my paws,
I could do the same, this is what I
would ask: To a poor and lonely
stray, I'd give my happy home. My
bowl and cozy bed, soft pillows and
all my toys, the lap that I loved so
much, the tender, loving touch. The
hand that stroked my fur and sweet
voice which called my name. I'd will
to the sad, scared shelter dog, the
place I had in my human's loving
heart of which there seemed no
bounds. So, when I die, please do
not say, "I will never have a pet
again, for the loss and pain are
more than I can stand." Instead, go
find an unloved dog or cat. One
who's life has held no joy or hope,
and give MY place to HIM. This is
the only thing that I can give.....The
love I left behind. This is my
Inheritance, my will and last my
testament.

On behalf of the volunteers and the
grateful goldens of SCGRRescue, we wish
everyone a happy and healthy New Year.
The first few weeks of the new year are
normally quiet, allowing everyone time to
slowly get up to speed. This year we have
started with a bang. The reports of the
tough economic times has certainly hit dog
owners. We received thirteen
relinquishments in five days and the
shelters are full. Our dedicated group has
diligently scoured the websites to keep all
Golden Retrievers on our radar. We can't
do this alone and appreciate your constant
support. Together we will save another
three hundred golden lives in the coming
year.
Save Lives-Donate by Clicking Here!
If you can foster a Golden or Volunteer Click Here

The dog

Don't Miss Our Upcoming
Events
January 28th in Costa Mesa

Hearts for Golden's
Valentine Drive
Simply donate 30.00 and
receive this heart bottle stopper
-while supplies last!
Donate 50.00 and we will send
a bottle of wine and the heart
stopper (Valentine shopping
made easy)!

made easy)!

SCGRR 2012 Calendar On Special
for $12.00 plus shipping. Don't miss
out on this beautiful calendar!

See us on Good Day LAClick above!
SCGRResscue.org
866-299-1899

Tucker (fka Tebow) after almost a

February 11th in San Clemente

year of finding his forever home
with the Acord Family

Adwin Andy from Tuapa with his
new brother Frenchy The Berner

This month in our 4 Paws Training
Center Betsy Calkins will walk us
through the best way to introduce a
guest dog to a resident dog. Whether
you are adopting a second dog,
fostering for the rescue (we always
need fosters) or simply having friends
come over to visit that have a dog;
these tips will help!

Tips for Introducing a Guest
Dog to a Resident Dog
fromThe Educated Dog Learning Center LLC

Pumpkin Spice with Mike, Leanne
and Dusty

1. Prepare both dogs with a "Nothing for
Free" plan, especially the resident dog.
Work on obedience too.
2. Always go slowly, step by step, and
work toward the goal of setting the
dogs up for success. Leaving them to
"work it out" can lead to long lasting
animosity. Each dog should associate
the other dog with good things (food,
fun, attention, relaxation). Associative
learning is very powerful and long
lasting. It is worth the extra effort in the
long term.
3. Remove the resident dog (go for a
walk, ride) and bring the new dog into
the outdoor areas (front yard, back
yard) to sniff around and leave "peemail". Let him relax and have some fun.
If possible, also have him walk around
in the house. Then, remove the guest
dog for a walk.
4. Bring back resident dog and repeat.

Apple and the Bredin Family

Tennis with Poppy anyone?

Willie and his new mom Tricia
Davidson

This will help them become familiar
through scent marking without visual
stimulation.
5. Meet on neutral territory for a casual
walk, if both dogs are not leash
reactive. If in doubt, walk parallel
across the street from each other, then
slowly merge together. Have treats,
speak in a relaxed happy voice. Do not
tighten up on leashes! Do not
encourage a face-to-face greeting.
Walk side by side(with handlers in the
middle) and if dogs are relaxed, let them
sniff from the rear. Continue if going
well. If there is tenseness, increase the
distance from each other, but don't
tense up.
6. If everything is going well, you can
bring guest dog into back yard,
followed by the resident dog. Keep on
leash and distract with a fun game or
attention and treats. Do not tighten up
on leashes! If it goes well, remove
leashes but be attentive and prepared to
intervene with a covered tennis racket if
necessary. A water hose may be
helpful too. Remember, most dog
disagreements are loud and scary, but
real damage is unusual. If you yell, run,
grab and overreact, you may actually
cause a bite between the dogs or a
redirected bite on a human. Keep
breathing naturally and check your
body language for relaxation.
READ MORE..........

Meet Nancy Meyers Our
Volunteer of the Month

A JOYFUL Day! New family..Dr.
and Mrs. Green with Joy and Ginger

Ellie (fka Fawn) with the Hall
Family

Nancy with former foster
Josie

Luigi-loving is So Cal life

Juneau turns 2 years old

What does a "furry angel" look like? According to
January's volunteer of the month, Nancy Meyers, it
looks like her Golden named Cooper. In fact, that
is the tagline on his ID tag! Nancy fell in love with
her neighbor's 2 Goldens about 7 years ago and
never looked back. Now Nancy has 2 beautiful
Goldens of her own: a 4 year old girl named
Cassidy and a 5 year old boy named Cooper.
These dogs have helped her through a number of
tragedies in her life. Nancy decided she wanted to
do more for this incredible breed. So after donating
money to SCGRR for many years, she decided to
officially become a volunteer in December 2010.
Her first volunteer experience with SCGRR was at
LAX when she met her first foster dog - a beautiful
boy named Tonny from Taiwan. She still
remembers having chills when the porters wheeled
the large crates out of the terminal. Nancy has
fostered 9 dogs in the 13 months that she has been
a volunteer, and she finds that work the most
rewarding. Seeing a scared, timid dog transform
into a happy, balanced dog ready to meet his/her
forever family is an amazing experience. Seeing
the love connection happen between the dog and
his/her new owner is priceless and is the best
reward for the work we do. Nancy works full time
as a Financial Manger for Toyota, enjoys doing
agility and going on long walks with her dogs. She
gets involved with rescue activities as often as she
can. Her goal is to retire early and do rescue work

full time.
Thank you Nancy for all your work, IHI's,
transporting of dogs, fostering, repping and giving
so much of yourself to SCGRR.
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